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Change Action Name?

• Some automated systems send calendar event attachments that aren’t iTIP (no REQUEST property), such as doctor appt, flight reservation, etc.

• Users would like to have these events added to their calendar via Sieve.

• Should we add a new processimip argument to allow this and/or change the action name to something more appropriate (e.g. updatecal)?
Change Action Name?

- Do we leave the complexity of finding an iCalendar attachment and handling the method in the action itself, or leverage RFC 5703?

```haskell
foreverypart {
  if header :mime :contenttype "Content-Type" "text/calendar" {
    if header :mime :param "method" "Content-Type" "REQUEST" {
      ...
    }
    elsif header :mime :param "method" "Content-Type" "REPLY" {
      ...
    }
    break;
  }
```